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ABSTRACT 
For the design of regular higher multiplicity wavelets it is useful to specify 
matrices of wavelet coefficients by their first row. This still leaves some freedom 
in the construction. In the case of classical wavelets (i.e., the wavelet matrix has 
only two rows), it means that a suitable characteristic matrix (the sum of square 
blocks) can be chosen. It is shown, however, that for m > 2 rows, given such 
data, the uniqueness fails, and when m 2 4 there are infinitely many possibilities. 
They can all be described by choices of some nontrivial linear subspaces in an 
m-dimensional space. This leads to a simple, explicit, and numerically reliable 
algorithm for constructing any of them. On the way, the existence and uniqueness 
of the factorization of wavelet matrices with respect to the Pollen product is 
also resolved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study real or complex valued m x (q + 1)m matrices 
A=(AO Al . . . A4) 
(Aj are square blocks) which satisfy the so-called shifted orthogonality 
conditions 
q--k 
CA~A;+~=QE,+~I, k=o,l,..., 4, (1) 
j=o 
where A* denotes the conjugate transpose of A and Sk0 is the Kronecker 
delta. This means that rows of A have all the same norm (fi), are 
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orthogonal to each other, and are also orthogonal to themselves and each 
other after shifts by a multiple of m. 
Let us form from A a block circulant matrix 
CN(A) = 
A,, Al ... A, 0 ... 0 0 
0 A0 ... A,_1 A, 1.. 0 0 
. . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
AZ A3 ..’ 0 0 ... A0 Al 
A1 AZ ... 0 0 . . . 0 A0 
with N x N blocks of size m x m. The conditions (1) imply, and for 
N > 2q are equivalent to, the condition that CN(A) is, up to a scalar 
factor, a unitary matrix. We may therefore also say that we deal with 
unitary banded block circulant matrices. 
Matrices of this kind are used, explicitly or implicitly, in many fields. In 
different contexts the rows of A can be time reversed impulse responses of 
an m-channel paraunitary FIR filter bank [9, lo], or, when subjected also 
to basic regularity conditions (sum of the elements of each row but the first 
vanish), A can be a matrix of coefficients of a discrete higher multiplicity 
(m-band) orthogonal wavelet transform [224]. Both these concepts are gen- 
eralizations of the classical case m = ‘L-perfect reconstruction quadrature 
mirror filters [6] and (discrete) wavelet transform [l, 51. 
For the design of wavelets with higher regularities it is useful to charac- 
terize matrices of wavelet coefficients (wavelet matrices) by their first row. 
It is shown in [2] and [8] that vanishing of discrete polynomial moments 
of all but the first row of these matrices can be expressed equivalently as 
conditions on the first row only. Furthermore, a generalization of the al- 
gorithm introduced by Daubechies [l] was derived, allowing one to obtain 
coefficients that guarantee maximal number of vanishing moments for a 
given size of the support. However, unlike the case m = 2, where it is well 
known that the first row determines the other one up to multiplication by 
a factor of modulus one, when m. > 2, completing the matrix of wavelet 
coefficients is not trivial. 
We present in this paper a simple algorithrn which enables us to obtain 
all possible solutions to this problem. Our approach is based on the factor- 
ization in the Pollen product. In [7] Pollen showed that wavelet matrices 
can be uniquely factorized into product of 2 x 4 factors. We describe the 
factorization of wavelet matrices with an arbitrary number of rows, in the 
Pollen product generalized for m > 2 by Heller et al. [3]. We also show 
that the basic building blocks (m x 2m wavelet matrices, so-called linear 
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factors) have a simple general form which allows an easy construction of 
wavelet matrices in the decomposed form. 
In [3], Heller et al. proposed to obtain the rest of a wavelet matrix from 
the first row and the characteristic matrix H,J = Cj”=, Aj as a solution of 
a certain system of linear equations. They conjectured that their system 
was always nonsingular and suggested, for larger values of m, the existence 
of a (probably finite) number of different wavelet matrices from the same 
data. Our results contradict this conjecture-for m > 3 infinitely many 
solutions exist. Furthermore, all of them can be obtained without solving 
any systems of equations at all. 
In fact, we solve a slightly more general problem. The basic regularity 
conditions turn out to be only a restriction on the characteristic matrix 
and from the point of view of factorization are irrelevant. Therefore the 
presented approach can be used also for the construction of paraunitary 
filter banks. Furthermore, it need not be necessarily the first row which 
is given: the algorithm can be easily adapted for any of the other rows, 
their linear combination, or even several of them at the same time. (When 
there are no such restrictions, the plain factorized form is used for the 
construction.) 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we discuss the general 
form of linear factors and, in Section 4, show that each wavelet matrix 
can be written as a product of such factors. We also give the condition 
under which the factorization is unique. In Section 5 we show the existence 
and range of the wavelet matrices when their first row and characteristic 
matrix are prescribed, and give a simple, explicit, and numerically reliable 
algorithm which allows us to obtain all of them in a systematic way. Several 
examples are included in Section 6. 
Our approach is based on the properties of complementary orthogonal 
subspaces of Cm, their orthonormal bases, and the corresponding symmet- 
ric projectors. We review them, together with other concepts and notation, 
next. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Although the results we present can be applied also to paraunitary filter 
banks, as the problem is typical for the construction of higher multiplicity 
wavelets, we keep calling an m x (q + l)m matrix A = (A0 Al . . . A4) 
satisfying the shifted orthogonality conditions (1) a wawelet matrix. For 
the factor p, customary choices are p = m (all elements of the first row of 
HA equal 1 for regular wavelets [3]), p = l/m (the sum of the elements of 
the first row equals 1 [4]), or p = 1 [so that the matrices HA and Cp,(A) 
are unitary and not just scalar multiples of a unitary matrix]. 
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The characteristic matrix of A is defined to be H,J = C,“=, Aj. From 
(1) it follows that HAHN = HAHA = pl, so that HA is (up to the factor p) 
unitary and, because it is square, also a wavelet matrix. 
For convenience, we define A, = 0 whenever j < 0 or j > q, and we 
identify wavelet matrices A and B = (0 A 0) through an extension of A by 
zero blocks. [The periodic extensions of CN (A)f and CN( B)f, f E crnN, 
are identical]. This enables us to renumber the square blocks-subscript 0 
is usually used for the first nonzero square block of the wavelet matrix. If 
A0 # 0 # A,, q is called the order of A. 
Many of our results follow from studying the ranks of the blocks forming 
the wavelet matrices. From (1) with k = 0 it follows that rank A = m. On 
the other hand, for lc = q, we have AoA’, = 0, which implies 
rank A0 + rank A, < m. (2) 
By the former argument, the equality always holds for q = 1, but in gen- 
eral it need not be true. We will distinguish between these two cases by 
introducing the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A wavelet A = (A0 Al . . . A4) is called nondeficient 
if rank A0 + rank A, = m; otherwise, i.e., if rank A0 + rank A, < m, we call 
it deficient. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A = (A,, Al . . A4) and B = (BO B1 . . . BP) 
be two matrices such that H = HA = HB is nonsingular. Let 
C, = c A,_kH-’ Bk. (3) 
L 
The matrix 
C = (C, Cl ... C,,,) = Ao B 
is called the Pollen. product of the matrices A and B. 
It is elementary to show that both the characteristic matrix H and 
the orthogonality are preserved by this product. Furthermore, the wavelet 
matrices with the same characteristic matrix form a group under this prod- 
uct; the unit element is H, the shared characteristic matrix. The inverse 
element is formed by reversin, 0 the order of square blocks, taking their 
conjugate transpose, multiplying them from both sides by H, and scal- 
ing the result properly. As the last statement seems to be nontrivial, we 
prove it. 
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First, such a matrix is a wavelet matrix. This follows from the fact that 
(1) can be equivalently expressed as 
c A;A,_k = f&,_,I. 
(Note the conjugate transpose of the first factors.) The equivalence of the 
two formulae can be established via the block circulant matrix CN(A). 
Furthermore, (l/p) c, HA”,_,H = (l/p), HH*H = H, and hence the char- 
acteristic matrix is equal to H. Finally, let 
C = (A0 Al ... A,)o;(HA;H HA;_,H . . . HA; H). 
Then 
C, = $ F A,_kH-lHA;_kH = ; xAkA;+q-~ 
> 
H = S,-j,oH, 
k 
which means that C is identical with H, as required. 
Often the z-transform is used in investigation of wavelet matrices and 
paraunitary filter banks. A useful concept is the polyphase matrix, the 
complex matrix polynomial PA(Z) = C,“=, A3 zj. Note that if A0 is the 
first nonzero block, the order of the wavelet matrix A is equal to the order 
of this polynomial. For the Pollen product we then have 
PA~B(z) = I’,t(z>H-%(z). 
Although we do not employ the z-transform to derive or prove our re- 
sults, we will return to this to show analogy with factorization of (scalar) 
polynomials. 
We now summarize some simple facts from linear algebra and the no- 
tation we use. We formulate everything for complex valued matrices, but 
the same results apply for real valued ones. 
The conjugate transpose of a matrix X is denoted by X’; I (or 1, to 
emphasize the size) is the identity matrix, and ej its jth column. Further- 
more, (A B) denotes a matrix comprising the columns of matrices A and 
B (implying they have the same number of rows). 
The range of an m x Ic matrix X is the subspace of @” formed by all 
linear combinations of columns of X, and we denote it by R(X). If ( U V) 
is a unitary matrix, then S = R(U) and SL = R(V) are mutually orthog- 
onal subspaces, the direct sum of which is @“. We call such subspaces 
complementary. The columns of U form an orthonormal basis for S, and 
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a similar observation applies to the columns of V. The matrices P = UU’ 
and P = VV* are symmetric projectors (PP = P, P* = P) onto subspaces 
S and Sl, respectively, for which P + ?; = I. Because of the orthogonality, 
PP = 0. Choosing a different basis UQ, where Q is a unitary matrix, for 
the subspace S does not change the projector, since UQ( UQ)* = UU* = P. 
3. LINEAR FACTORS 
The basic building blocks in the Pollen product factorization are the 
smallest nontrivial wavelet matrices, that is, those of order 1, which, by 
analogy with polynomials, we call linear factors. In this section we give 
their complete characterization. We show that every such linear factor, i.e. 
m x 2m wavelet matrix, is fully determined by its characteristic matrix and 
the choice of a nontrivial linear subspace in C”. 
THEOREM 3.1. An m x 2m matrix A = (A* Al) is a wavelet matrix 
having its characteristic matrix equal to H if and only if 
A,, = HP, Al=HF (4 
where HH* = pI and P and p are symmetric projectors on some pair of 
complementary orthogonal subspaces. 
PROOF. The matrix A given by (4) satisfies the shifted orthogonality 
conditions by inspection. Furthermore, Ao + Al = H(P + p) = H. On 
the other hand, assuming A is a wavelet matrix and A0 + Al = H, let us 
denote r = rank A0 and choose U so that its columns form an orthonormal 
basis for R(Az). That means that U* U = I,. and A0 = BU* for some 
m x r full rank matrix B. Then, since 
AoH* = Ao(Ao + Al)* = AOA;, 
we have BU*H* = BB*. As B is not rank deficient, this implies U*H* 
= B’ and thus 
A,, = BU’ = HUU’ = HP, 
where P is the symmetric projector on S = R(U) = R(Ao). Finally, 
Al = H - A0 = H(I - P) = HP, 
where ? is the symmetric projector on S I, the complementary orthogonal 
subspace to S. ??
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Let us recall that our notion of wavelet matrix is weaker than usual. In 
order that orthogonal basis of L2(rW) can be developed, the basic regularity 
conditions must also be satisfied, in particular, 
Hl = yel; 
here 1 stands for the vector of ones and y is some constant. 
Note that if we write a linear factor in the form A = HA(P P), the 
matrices P and P are necessarily Hermitian. Furthermore, the element 
inverse to such a factor under the Pollen product has the form 
i(HPH’HH HPH*H) = H(P P). (5) 
4. POLLEN PRODUCT AND FACTORIZATIONS 
We now investigate the existence and uniqueness of the factorizations of 
wavelet matrices into the Pollen products of linear factors. Decomposition 
of an ordinary polynomial into linear factors requires solving a (nonlinear) 
root finding problem; the factors can be normalized to manic form. As 
both extreme blocks of a wavelet matrix must be singular (AoAz = 0), no 
such normalization is possible in our case. On the other hand, unlike for 
polynomials, the Pollen product of two factors may have its order smaller 
then the sum of the orders of the factors. This is caused by the fact that 
the product of two nonzero matrices may vanish. Thus we are able to find 
linear factors of a wavelet matrix by solving an essentially linear problem 
as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any wavelet matrix A = (A0 Al . .. A,) of order 
q > 0 there exists a linear factor F = HA( VI/* VU”) such that C = A o F 
has order q-l. We then have A = CoH( UU* VV’) and this decomposition 
is unique if and only if A is non-deficient. Furthermore, if A is nondeficient, 
so is C. 
PROOF. Let i? and v be arbitrary matrices such that their columns 
form orthonormal bases for the subspaces spanned by the rows of Aa and 
A,, respectively. Because AoA*, = 0 (shifted orthogonality), @ V = 0 as 
well. If A is nondeficient, we define U = U and V = V; otherwise we 
extend them arbitrarily in such a way that (U V) is a unitary matrix. In 
either case, AoA’, = 0 implies 
C, = A0 VV* = 0, C,,, = A, UU’ = 0, 
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and hence C has order at most q - 1. On the other hand, 
Cl = A0 UU* + A1 VI/* = A0 + Al VV’, 
C, = A,_1 UU* + A, VV* = A,_1 UU’ + A,. (6) 
This means that the ranks of extreme blocks are at least as large as those of 
A. Therefore the order of C must be equal to q - 1, and if A is nondeficient, 
so is C. 
Let us point out that vanishing of the first (the last) block of C implies 
the former (the latter) part of (6). Hence it must be the first and the 
last block which vanish and not the first or the last two ones. Thus F is 
determined uniquely if (and only if) A is nondeficient. (Let us recall that 
the projectors do not depend on the particular choice of bases.) 
Finally, A = Co H( UU” VV’) f o 11 ows from C = A o F by multiplying 
both sides of the equation by the element inverse to F [see (5)]. ??
The orthonormal bases required in the above proof can be obtained 
explicitly by the SVD or QR decomposition. 
It is also possible to construct a left factor, i.e., a linear factor @ such 
that A = F o C, where C has smaller order than A. One only needs the 
shifted orthogonality conditions in the form Cj ATAj+k = pSkoI. As we 
already pointed out, these follow from the fact that (1) implies that the 
block circulant matrix C~J (A) is unitary. 
By repeating the process, we have immediately the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. For any wavelet matrix A = (A0 Al . . . AQ) there 
exists a decomposition into linear factors 
winch is unique if and only if A is nondeficient. 
To specify a particular decomposition for a deficient wavelet matrix, we 
may seek the linear factors in a specific order (say always from the right) 
and allocate the maximal (or minimal) rank to one of projectors (say the 
left one, P). Whenever we obtain a nondeficient factor, its decomposition 
will, of course, be unique. 
A similar factorization was derived for paraunitary filter banks by 
Vaidyanathan; see e.g. [9, Chapter 141. When such a factorization is 
rewritten in our notation, it differs from ours by the choice of basic building 
blocks. Vaidyanathan uses only linear factors of the form H(uu* I - uu*) 
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(where u is a normalized vector), that is, the left projector always has 
rank 1. 
It is not difficult to check that a linear factor H( UU* I - VU’) can be 
decomposed as 
H( UU* I - UU’) = ~jr,~H(u~uj* I - up;), 
whereuj,j = l,..., r, are the columns of U. However, as UU* = UQQ* U* 
for any unitary matrix Q, we can obtain another decomposition using the 
columns of UQ. Hence Vaidyanathan’s factorization is not unique even 
for the nondeficient wavelet matrices and generally contains more redun- 
dancies then ours. Furthermore, for this factorization, there is no simple 
straightforward relation between the order of wavelet matrix and number 
of factors. This turns out to be a great disadvantage, especially when such 
a factorization is to be used for the construction of wavelet matrices with 
a given first row. 
5. CONSTRUCTION FROM THE FIRST ROW 
We now turn our attention to the following problem. 
PROBLEM 5.1. Given a size m unitary matrix H and a (q+ 1) m-vector 
a, find a wavelet matrix A of order q such that 
HA = H, 
e:A = a*. 
We are, of course, interested in both the existence and the range of the 
solutions to this problem as well as an algorithm for their construction. 
Clearly, for some vectors the solution cannot exist. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let a* = (6 a; .. . a;) where aj are m-vectors. The 
following conditions are necessary for the Problem 5.1 to have a solution: 
q-k 
c aj*aj+k = @LO, A? = O,l,..., q, (7) 
j=O 
ao+al+...+aq = H*el. (8) 
PROOF. The statement is an immediate consequence of the shifted 
orthogonality conditions (1) and the definition of the characteristic matrix. 
??
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Heller et al. [3] proved that for m = 2 Problem 5.1 has a unique 
solution. They also showed how to obtain the remaining rows of A, given 
a characteristic matrix H and a scaling vector a satisfying the necessary 
conditions (7) and (8), as a solution of certain linear system. However, 
they were not able to demonstrate the nonsingularity of that system for 
general order. They conjectured that the solution exists and is unique up 
to an action of a finite group. 
It turns out that the set of solutions to Problem 5.1 is much larger. For 
m > 3 we are able to construct infinitely many wavelet matrices with the 
same first row and characteristic matrix even for the shortest nontrivial 
case, order q = 1. We show later that higher the order, the bigger the 
freedom in the construction. 
By Theorem 3.1, any linear factor must have the form (4). Hence for 
q = 1 all solutions to Problem 5.1 are described by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let $a1 = 0 and a0 + al = h, where we have de- 
noted by h* the first row of the given characteristic matrix H. Then A = 
H( UU’ VV”) solves Problem 5.1 (i.e., A is a wavelet matrix such that 
e;A = (a: a;)) if and only if matrix (U V) is unitary and S = R(U) and 
SL = R(V) are complementary orthogonal subspaces such that 
(9) 
PROOF. As h = aa + al, the conditions (9) imply 
UU*h = UU’+ = ao, VV*h = VV*al = al. 
This gives us 
eTH( UU’ VV”) = (a; UU* a; VV’) = (6 a;). 
The other implication is trivial, as 
(4 a;) = eFH( UU* VV*). ??
It is now clear that in the case of a linear factor the solution is indeed 
unique for m = 2, as the subspaces are fully determined by the two orthog- 
onal vectors. For m = 3 the complement of R((ao al)) has dimension one 
and we can include it either in S or in Sl-hence exactly two solutions 
exist. For m > 3 we may choose S to be of any rank r, 1 5 r 5 m - 1. The 
extreme choices r = 1 and r = m - 1 give unique solutions, but for each 
r, 1 < r < m - 1, there are as many solutions as there are possibilities to 
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choose an r - 1 dimensional subspace in an m - 2 dimensional space. This 
could be also described, for each r, as an action of an (infinite) unitary 
group of dimension m - 2 factored by unitary groups of dimensions r - 1 
andm-r-l. 
For order q > 1 the situation is slightly more complicated. Let us first 
discuss the case q = 2 so as to develop the pattern of the problem. A 
wavelet matrix of order 2 is a Pollen product of two linear factors, that is, 
it must have the form 
A = H(P1 PI) oH(P2 p2) = H(P1P2 iJ,P2 + P1p2 &2;2), 
where Pj and Pj, j = 1,2, are the symmetric projectors onto some comple- 
mentary subspaces Sj and Sj. Now any vector a* = ($ a; 84) [satisfying 
(7) and (S)] is the first row of A if and only if 
a0 = W’lh, (10) 
al = P2Plh + P2Plh, (11) 
a2 = ?jzFlh. (12) 
From (10) and (12) we have 
a0 E S2, a2 E S,I, (13) 
which, if (7) holds, are admissible restrictions on the subspace S2, as a,-, 
and a, are orthogonal. It turns out that these are the only restrictions 
on this subspace and that is why the factor H(P2, &) is fully determined, 
with possibly considerable freedom, by the first and last part of the given 
scaling vector. Indeed, let us multiply A (from the right hand side) by 
H(& Pz), the element inverse to H(P2 &). We see that the first row of 
H(P1 FI) must be equal to (x* y’), where 
x = P2a0 +P2al, y = P2a2 +P2al. (14) 
Thus we have the same problem as we started with, but the order has 
dropped by one. Note that (13) guarantees that (x’ y*) satisfies conditions 
analogous to (7) and (8), because 
and 
x*y = gP2ai + a;&az = a(;al + a;a2 = 0 
x + y = Pz~c, + (Ps + Ps)ai + &as = h. 
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Therefore when (13) holds, the latter linear factor always exists-the con- 
struction can be finished by Theorem 5.3. 
Generalization of the above case for larger order q is straightforward. 
Because each wavelet can be factorized, it is possible to seek the solution 
in the form of the Pollen product of a degree q - 1 wavelet and a suitable 
linear factor. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let a* = (a; ai ’ .. a*,), B a wavelet matrix of order 
q - 1 with characteristic matrix II, b = (b; by . . . b*,_,) its first row, and 
A = BoH(P P), h w ere P and P are, as usual, symmetric projectors on 
some subspaces S and Sl, respectively. Then A has its first row equal to 
a* i-f and only if 
bk = Pak+l + Pa,+, k=O,l,..., q-l. (15) 
PROOF. It follows from the definition of the Pollen product that the 
first row of A equals a* if and only if 
aj = Pbj-1 + Pbj, j = 0, 1, . . . ) q, 
where we set b-i = b, = 0. 
Applying P or ?; to both sides of each equation, we obtain an equivalent 
set of conditions in the form 
Paj = Pbj, Paj = zpbj-i, j = 0,l ,...,q, 
The statement of the lemma then_follows immediately from the fact that 
P and P are projectors and P + P = I. ??
So that the wavelet matrix B may exist, the vector b must satisfy the 
necessary conditions of Lemma 5.2. This gives us the following restrictions 
on the choice of the ranges of P and p. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let a = (a; a; ... a+,) be a vector conforming to con- 
ditions (7) and (8) ( see Lemma 5.2), and let P and P be the symmetric 
projectors onto some subspaces S and Sl. Then b* = (b; b; . .. b’,_,) 
defined by the equations (15) satisfies the necessary conditions given in 
Lemma 5.2 if and only if 
a0 ES, a, E SL. (16) 
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PROOF. By straightforward calculation we have 
bo + br f.. + b,-1 = Pa0 + PaI + PaI + Faz . . . + Pa,_l + Pa, 
= Pa0 + (7; + P)al + . . . + (F + P)a,_l + Pa, 
= Pa0 + al + . . . + a4-l + pa,. 
Similarly, for arbitrary k = 0, 1, . . , q - 1, 
q-l-k q-l-k 
c 
b;bj+k = c (‘,j + ?jaj+l)*(Paj+k + ?jaj+k+l) 
j=o j=o 
q-l-k 
= cc a,‘paj+k + aj+l?jaj+k+l) 
j=o 
q-k-l 
- aGPak + C ajaj+k +a$_,Pa,. 
j=l 
Clearly, the conditions analogous to (7) and (8) hold if and only if Pa0 = a0 
and Paq = a4. ??
The reduction process described in Lemma 5.4 can be repeated until 
the order of the wavelet matrix with the prescribed first row which is to be 
constructed reaches 1. When all projectors conform to conditions analogous 
to (16), Lemma 5.5 guarantees that if the original first row satisfies the 
necessary conditions (7) and (8), so does the first row prescribed in the 
linear factor, and hence Theorem 5.3 can be applied. The whole process 
can be described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 5.6. Given a vector a* = ($ a; . . . a;) satisfying the 
conditions (7) and (8). 
(a) Set xi := ak, k = O,l,. . . , q. 
(b) ForJ = q,q- l,...,l do: 
(i) Choose any symmetric projector Pj such that 9; E Sj := R(Pj) 
and $. E Sj. 
(ii) Set &i-l := Pjtii + (I - Pj)di+l, k = O,l,. . . ,j - 1. 
(C) Set A = 0,4=,H(P, (I - Pj)). 
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The following theorem summarizes the above results. 
THEOREM 5.7. In Algorithm 5.6, the vectors tii and 4 are orthogonal 
for any choice of the earlier projectors (i.e., step (b) is always possible). 
Furthermore, a wavelet A solves Problem 5.1 if and only if it has the 
f OTm 
A = &W’, pj,, 
where Pj = I - Pj and Pj (j = 1,2,. . . , q) satisfy the relations given in 
Algorithm 5.6. 







The projectors depend only on the given first row-they are invariant 
across the fibres of wavelets with the same characteristic matrix. 
When implementing Algorithm 5.6, the projectors can be immedi- 
ately discarded and the result accumulated, as the Pollen product is 
associative. 
Choosing projectors [step (b)(i)] is the same aa constructing a linear 
factor with the first row (2;’ xi’). Thus, there are generally infinitely 
many possibilities for each projector Pj, j = 1,. . . , q. 
To specify some particular solutions we may, for example, specify the 
ranks rj = rank Pj, j = 1,. . , q, of the first projectors of the factors. 
If each r3 is either 1 or m - 1, then such a choice is sufficient to specify 
a unique solution. 
There are no systems to solve to obtain a solution to Problem 5.1. 
The construction involves only determination of null spaces (SVD or 
QR decomposition) and multiplication by unitary matrices, resulting 
in a numerically reliable process. 
A similar algorithm for the construction of a wavelet matrix with 
prescribed linear combination of rows or even more of them can be 
developed-ei would be replaced by another vector or matrix. 
6. EXAMPLES 
We give a couple of simple examples demonstrating the Pollen product 
factorization and construction of wavelet matrices discussed in the previ- 
ous sections. The former shows the range of Pollen factorizations for a 
particular wavelet matrix. 
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EXAMPLE 6.1. Let us construct all possible factorizations of the fol- 
lowing wavelet: 
A = ;HA(& 2, 2,) 
1111 2 0 -2 0 
iHA 
1111 0 2 0 -2 -1 
= 
1111-2 0 2 0 
1 1 1 1 0 -2 0 
We are looking for linear factors in the form Fz = HA ( e CT v VT) 
(here ( E F) is orthogonal) such that the first and last blocks of the product 
of A and the inverse of Fz vanish, that is, we obtain some degree 1 wavelet 
Fi = Ao HA ( v v T c c T). Then A = Fl o Fz, which gives us factorizations 
of A. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the vanishing of extremal 
blocks are 
R(AT) = span{(l 1 1 l)T} C R(c), 
R(AT) = span{( 1 -1 1 -1 )‘} C R(v). 
As A is deficient, these conditions do not determine e and v uniquely. 
Indeed, there is a subspace of R4, span{( 1 -1 -1 1 )T, ( 1 1 -1 -1 )T}, 
which can be a part of R(e) or R(t) or even can have a nonempty inter- 
section with both of them. We have the following three cases: (a) 
rank U = 3, rank v = 1 
Then 
R(U) = span{( 1 1 1 l)T,(l -1 -1 l)T, 
( 1 1 -1 -1 )T}, 
R(V) = span{( 1 -1 1 -l)T}. 
As UQ( UQ) T = UU T for Q orthogonal, the above vectors, when normal- 
ized, can be taken for columns of U and V, respectively, and this gives 
us a unique decomposition with the maximal rank of the first block of the 
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right factor: 
1 1 1 1 3 -1 -1 -1 
A aH/, 1 1 1 1 -1 3 -1 -1 = 
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 3 -1 
\ 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 3/ 
3 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 
o+H/, 1 3 1 -1 1 1 1 1 
-1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
1 -1 1 3 1 1 1 1 
(b) 
Then 
rank U = 1, rank V = 3. 
R(V) = span{(l 1 1 l)T}, 
R(C) = span{( 1 -1 1 -1 )T,( 1 -1 -1 1 )T, 
( 1 1 -1 -1)‘). 
As in the previous case, this choice gives us a unique decomposition, but 
now the first block of the right factor has minimal rank: 
bHA i 
3 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 
A _; ; 1 -1 1 1 1 1 = 
3 1 1 1 1 1 
1 -1 1 3 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 3 -1 -1 -1 
o ;HA 
1 1 1 1 -1 
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
rank U = rank V = 2. 
Employing a rotation of the basis {( 1 -1 -1 1 )T, ( 1 1 -1 -1 )T}, 
we can write 
R(G) = span{(l 1 1 l)*,(c-s -c-s -c+s c+s)T}, 
R( V) = span {( 1 -1 1 -l)T,(s+c -s+c -s-c s-c)‘}, 
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where c = cos q!~ and s = sin C#J for some 4 E [0, x). Let C = cos 24,s = 
sin 24. Then the decomposition looks as follows: 
A = iHA 
i 
2+s 1+c -s 1-c 2-s -1-c 2 -1+C 
1$-c 2-s 1-z s -1-c 2+: -1+c -S 
X 
-2 1-c 2+s 1+c s -1+c 2-s -1-z 
1-c s 1+c 2-s -1+c -2 -1-z 2+s 
oi HA 
( 
2-s 1-c s 1+c 2+s -1+c -s -1-c 
1-c 2+s 1+c -S -1sc 2-s -1-z s 
X 
s 1+-E 2-s 1-c -s -1-z 2$Z -1+c 
1+c -s 1-c 2+s -1-c s -1+c 2-z 1 
In the next example we construct all possible real valued linear factors 
with a prescribed first row. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let us have m = 4, q = 1, and for simplicity let us 
choose 
aT = (a: a:)=(0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0). 
The characteristic matrix HA can then be an arbitrary orthogonal matrix 
with the first row h = as + al = (1 1 1 l)T. 
Due to Theorem 5.3, we can seek the solutions in the form A = HA ( UU T 
VVT), where the matrix (U V) is orthogonal and such that a0 E R(V) = 
S and al E R(V) = SL. As lJUT = UQ(UQ)T for an arbitrary or- 
thogonal matrix Q, only the choice of complementary subspaces S and 
S’ is important. All possible matrices U and V satisfying R(U) = S 
and R(V) = SL give us the same wavelet matrices, and hence we can 
choose U and V to be arbitrary matrices with their columns forming some 
orthonormal bases for S and Sl, respectively. 
Let us denote 
G = ,,z,, = Jz - L(O 0 1 l)T, - a1 = ,& = Jz ‘(1 1 0 0)T. 
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What we now need is an arbitrary orthonormal basis of JR4 containing 5.c 
and 51. Let us choose {Zc, 51, CO, cl}, where 
co=j$o 0 1 -l)T, cl+ -1 0 O)? 
We have the following possibilities for splitting lR4 into S and Sl: (a) 
dims = 1. Then 
S = span{&} = span{(O 0 1 l)T}, 
9 = span{Zr, cc,cr} 
= span{(l 1 0 O)T,( 0 0 1 -1 )T,( 1 -1 0 0 )T}, 
and A = HA~, where 
A=; ( 0000 20 0 0 0000 02 0 0 . 11 0 1 -1 
0 0 1 1 00-l 1 
1 
Note that the first two columns of A vanish. 
(b) dim S = 3. Then 
S = span{&h CO, cl) 
= span{(O 0 1 l)T, ( 0 0 1 -1 )T,( 1 -1 0 0 )T}, 
SL = span{;lar} = span{(l 1 0 O)T} 
- 
and, as in the previous case, there is only one such wavelet A = HAA, 
where 
i 
1 -1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
;i=; --l 1 0 0 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 
0000. 
0 0 0 0 
Note that the last two columns of A vanish. 
(c) dim S = 2. This last case is the most complicated. There are as 
many choices of S and Sl as there are possibilities to split space{ca,cr} 
into two orthogonal subspaces. Using a rotation of the basis {co,c~} we 
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can write 
S = span{&, cos 4 cc - sin 4 ci} 
= span((0 0 1 l)‘,(-sin4 sin4 cos#~ -cos+)T}, 
S’ = span{Zr,sinf$co + cosf$ci} 
= span{(l 1 0 0)T,(cos4 - cos4 sin4 -sin4)T}, 
where 4 E [0, QT). Finally, denoting s = sin 4 and c = cos 4, we have 
A = H,J 2, where 
I 
s2 -52 -SC SC 1+ c2 1- c2 SC -SC 
-&+ -s2 s2 SC -SC 1- c2 1+ c2 -SC SC 
-SC SC 1 + c2 1 - c2 SC -SC s2 _s2 * 
SC -SC 1- c2 1+ c2 -SC SC -s2 s2 1 
Here both the first two and the last two columns of A vanish if and only if 
s = 0. 
Note that, in all three cases above, 
(1 1 1 1)3 = (0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0) = aT, 
as required. Furthermore, 
&l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)T = (1 1 1 l)? 
This implies that the sum of the elements in a row of A equals the sum of the 
elements of the corresponding row of the characteristic matrix HA, which, 
in this case, must vanish for all rows but the first one (basic regularity). ??
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